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MINUTES 3
RD

 EXPERT GROUP MEETING ON  

GREENING THE EUROPEAN SEMESTER,  

29 JANUARY 2015, BRUSSELS 

 

 

I. Closed part of meeting (Member States, European Commission, EEA) 

Introduction & Presidency statements  

Aurel Ciobanu-Dordea (ACD, ENV Commission) welcomed the participants to this third 

meeting of the Expert Group. Twenty-six MSs were present, plus Norway. Eight Commission 

services were present plus the EEA. 

As on previous occasions, Chatham House rules would be followed.  The agenda was approved. 

The meetings of the previous meeting on 18.09.14 had been approved by correspondence and 

were already on the website “Greening the European Semester”
1
, and no further objections on 

them were raised in this meeting.  

The 2015 European Semester would be different from 2014 in that the Staff Working Documents 

were re-titled Single Analytical Documents (SADs) within the incorporation of the In Depth 

Review and they should be published earlier than before (27.02.15). This should make the SADs 

more useful to the Member States (MSs) in formulating their National Reform Programmes 

(NRPs) due in April and improve dialogue. The Country Specific Recommendations (CSRs) 

would be issued later in May.  

Globalisation is posing challenges for Europe, which is why we would have a presentation from 

World Resources Institute. Better and more focussed data are required, especially for 

underpinning environmentally-relevant CSRs in a given MS, in addition to establishing links 

between the environment and economic policies, and creating alliances in order to increase 

advocacy. 

Alda Ozola (AO deputy State Secretary, Environment Ministry, Latvia) thanked the preceding 

Italian Presidency for strongly pushing forward the Greening of the European Semester process 

manifested in the Environment Council conclusions from October 2014. One innovative issue 

that Latvia wishes to now pursue are the links between the Greening of the European Semester 

and the Digital Agenda. Based on inputs from various Councils, Latvia is planning to prepare a 

synthesis report on the European Semester as part of its roadmap where greening priorities will 

be reflected. Several MSs asked Latvia what would specifically be on the agenda for Semester 

                                                            
1 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/green_semester/index_en.htm  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/green_semester/index_en.htm
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for the 9 February 2015 Environment Working Group and the 6 March 2015 Council, the need to 

implement the agreements from the previous Council in October, and how relevant parallel 

discussions in the ECOFIN Council would be fed in. One MS said they would raise statistical 

issues related to green jobs and DMC/RMC
2
 indicators and this matter was referred to ESTAT 

within the Comm. AO added that encouraging green jobs would help climbing out of recession.  

Several MSs asked the Commission about the timing of the Europe 2020 Review (and the place 

of Resource Efficiency within that) and the fate of the circular economy package. ACD replied 

that what is needed is a consistent policy approach to greening the European Semester across 

presidencies and that the Commission stood by to assist. Waste package would be revamped with 

another proposed architecture by the end of 2015. More generally, participants are encouraged to 

be in contact with Ministries of Foreign Affairs (COREPER I) in order to make sure there is an 

alignment of messages between the Environment Council and the GAC and COREPER 

positions. Although the SADs would be published before the March Environment Council, they 

might provide several relevant ‘hooks’ for environmental integration, such as in the fields of tax 

shift, resource efficiency potential, congestion and air pollution, employment and green jobs, 

innovation, the digital economy and general macro-economic policy, which might be 

transformed into CSRs. On the Europe 2020 Review process, no new developments could be 

presented. 

Several MSs felt that a joint meeting of Environment and Finance (and/or Economic Affairs) 

Ministers should be organised as a top priority by one of the next Presidencies after Latvia. This 

is because Finance Ministers are the most important interlocutors. Italy had already organised a 

highly-successful informal meeting of Environment and Employment Ministers in Milan in July 

2014. 

A couple of MSs raised questions about the Investment Plan of President Juncker and whether 

the projects to be supported would be environmentally sound. Ion Codescu (IC, ENV 

Commission) highlighted that steps have been taken to make sure that the selected proposals 

received from MSs, are in line inter alia with the environmental requirements; some of them are 

favorable to environment. 

MS Roundtable 

IC invited MSs to share their experiences, challenges, success stories, and how the best data and 

information can be injected into the Semester process. With the title of an example he 

emphasised the role of the Water Framework Directive in promoting cost recovery 

                                                            
2 Domestic material consumption (DMC) measures the total amount of material actually consumed domestically by resident 

units. Raw material consumption (RMC) accounts for materials directly consumed (extracted domestically or imported) as well 

as indirectly consumed via imported products.   
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(implementation), but also the connections with the EU financing and the implications for the 

EU Semester. 

A couple of MSs underlined they had real problems in working with Finance Ministries, as if 

these were parallel worlds in the civil service. One MS said that there was a clear intention to 

focus on core issues in the Semester and that environment was not one of these issues. 

Some MSs have rather good cooperation with the Finance Ministry, facilitated by a cross-cutting 

committee for co-ordination; hence environment featured strongly in the NRPs.  One MS 

involved stakeholders from the very beginning of the process. 

One MS has a law going through its Parliament in order to create a Commission that will 

produce a report on natural capital at the end of February of each year. This MS has recently 

created a Committee/Unit to make an economic evaluation (Impact Assessment) of 

environmental proposals. 

There were mixed views on whether the 2015 AGS was weaker than the 2014 AGS. A negative 

comment raised by one MS was that it did not consider structural change in the economy in 

relation to the environment. Such structural change needs a deeper reform and greater co-

ordination with the Finance Ministries. 

One MS reiterated the added value of having a CSR on environment, even if it is indirect such as 

on congestion, as it gives a calling card for the Environment Ministry to the Finance Ministry.  

However, it was recognized that the CSRs must focus on the ‘big issues’ which are rarely the 

environment. 

It was felt necessary to make a link with the United Nations SDGs to the extent that this made 

sense. 

Several MS reiterated how difficult it is to introduce new taxes even if these have environmental 

benefits and income taxes are reduced.  In one MS it is estimated that such a tax shift could bring 

100,000 jobs. The Finance Ministries are not always motivated as environmental taxes (with the 

exception of energy and transport taxes) bring low revenues even if they bring environmental 

and social benefits. Border effects can also be problematic with regard to the purchase of motor 

fuels with differing prices. 

Two MSs emphasised the importance of green public procurement, energy efficiency, and Green 

Economy Action Plans, for the European Semester. Academia had also an important role to play. 
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2. Semi-open part (with IUCN and NGOs) 

Kitty van der Heijden (of the World Resources Institute, independent think-tank on 

environment and development) provided a global perspective on the effects of the current 

development patterns on environment. Policy objectives “green” and “growth” are often seen as 

being at odds with each other – she highlighted that this trade-off is a false dilemma. It is 

economically rational to invest in a green/circular/low carbon economy. Unfortunately, the EU 

economy has reduced investment in renewable energies. She emphasised the positive role that 

global companies play in promoting sustainability as well as cities; such new stakeholders are 

emerging relevant for the European Semester. Her presentation highlighted that resource 

efficiency should be an economic priority even without reference to the ‘greening’, and that 

investments in reducing resources and enhancing resource productivity pay off on the short term 

already. MSs found this presentation useful for Ministerial meetings, especially involving 

Finance/Economy Ministers so they can understand the economic risks they are taking by not 

considering the environment.  It was also felt that issues other than climate change should also be 

highlighted (e.g. the risks of freshwater scarcity as per presentation).  

Louis Meuleman (LM, ENV Commission) informed about the state of play of the Semester 

2015. Apart from the changes already mentioned today, the EU Semester process remains 

unchanged. The Annual Growth Survey 2015 contains concrete references to the environment 

[sustainable development; pressure on resources and environmental concerns (as a main long-

term trend); environmental tax reform (mainly the tax shift away from labour to e.g. 

environment); need for better waste recycling and water treatment facilities; reducing traffic 

congestion (this is relevant for air quality); need for skilled work force in growing sectors such as  

(…) green sectors; strengthen impact assessments]. Three observations may be relevant for the 

Semester process this year: (1) there is a growing recognition that green growth / resource 

efficient and circular economy indeed offer new business cases and contribute to growth and 

jobs; (2) therefore, we might need to gradually switch from advocating & convincing to 

implementation: the governance of the transition process; (3) in this new phase we need to 

acknowledge that the transition to green economy will (like always) have winners and losers; the 

potential losers of green growth might hinder progress, and help is needed to develop new, 

convincing business cases, and possibly to offset some of the negative effects. Finally he 

suggested that the successful side event which was organised now for the first time back to back 

with the Expert Group, could be followed for a side event focusing on the business perspective in 

September. 

Presentation of the four new Commission studies 

Jon Parker (JP ENV Commission) introduced the new studies and underlined the important role 

of up to date information in the European Semester process. He thanked the MSs for providing 

comments on the draft reports, and stated they would be published very shortly (no objections 

received to this).  He also thanked the consultants for their hard work. 
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Dominic Hogg (Eunomia Research & Consulting) presented the final report on Environmental 

Tax Reform potential in 14 MSs.  The main taxes are those for energy and transport. Amongst 

the pollution and resource taxes, which are minor in magnitude, the water abstraction tax stands 

out as producing the most revenue.  If the measures were to be adopted, most Member States 

would generate revenues equivalent to around 4% of GDP. This might mean that environmental 

taxes would account for around 10% of the total revenue from taxes and social contributions by 

2025. 

JP mentioned that four seminars on Environmental Fiscal Reform had been organised (or would 

take place shortly) together with the Commission services (Italy, Belgium (2), Latvia and 

Hungary). IC mentioned the Commission/ENV is available to roll out seminars in other MSs in 

either its offices in the capitals or in locations desired by the MS themselves. One MS asked for 

such a seminar after this Expert Group meeting. 

Daniel Vencovsky (Risk Policy & Analysts) presented two studies with country-specific data 

across the EU. The first was on the potential of impact assessments to support environmental 

goals in the context of the European Semester. The objective of this (explorative) study was to 

describe the capacity of national Impact Assessment (IA) systems to support evidence based 

policy making that can contribute to the avoidance of costs in the Member States for which 

Country Specific Recommendations (CSRs) are adopted. The key strength of current IA systems 

is that all countries have an IA system in place which can be characterised by at least some 

degree of methodological standardisation, usually on the basis of a guidance document setting 

out the role of IA in the legislative process/policy making and the approaches and procedures to 

be followed.  The study suggests that there is potential for EU Member States to improve their 

national/regional IA systems by learning from others. The main challenge appears to be that in 

some IA systems, the role of IA in policy making and its potential to improve the evidence base 

for decision making, has not yet been fully recognised. However, case studies clearly illustrate 

the cost avoidance potential of IA in policy areas relevant to environmental CSRs.   

 

The second study was an update of the study on SME resource efficiency potential of March 

2014. For only four SME sectors (food & beverages; energy, power & utilities; environmental 

technologies; construction), a €4 billion public investment, could lead to total resource cost 

savings across the EU-28 of between €8.7 billion/year.  A second scenario which assumed that 

public investment would be leveraged by further €11 billion in private investment, yields cost 

savings more than three times higher than those estimated using the first approach (i.e. €32.8 

billion per year).  However, the higher estimate should be interpreted with caution, as it does not 

explicitly account for underlying levels of resource efficiency and assumes that a €11 billion 

private sector investment is leveraged. 

 

In terms of reductions in resource use, the results indicate that the savings could be 

significant.  For instance, the investment could lead to 181.3 million tonnes of waste being 
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diverted from landfills each year. Similarly, it could also lead to reductions in the use of 1.7 

billion tonnes of material resources annually. Lastly, the results indicate that around 128,000 jobs 

could be created as an indirect benefit of the induced resource efficiency savings; this rises to 

268,000 under Scenario 2.  Furthermore, the findings point towards the safeguarding of an extra 

360,000 jobs, which would have been otherwise lost. 

 

Both studies were welcomed as useful. One MS asked for a flyer to be produced for the SME 

study to help digesting the results. 

 

Lukasz Latala (ENV Commission) presented the work carried out by the consultants' consortium 

headed by AMEC Environment & Infrastructure UK and exemplified with the findings in several 

Member States. The topic of this study is "Analysis of the potential for growth and job 

creation through the protection of water resources". This study will be concluded in spring 

2015 and members of the Working Group Economics within WFD Common Implementation 

Strategy will be asked to comment on the draft final report related to the part of the country they 

represent. In the next stage the whole report will be sent for comments to this Expert Group. 

 

Round table: focus on synergies between environment and other themes 

Katarina Grgas Brus (KG ENV Commission) introduced the short discussion paper. 

One MSs said that environment must be seen as having added value and not as an expenditure 

(e.g. for SMEs). This MS that had organised an informal joint Ministerial Meeting of 

Environment and Employment Ministers had facilitated ‘out of the box’ thinking by breaking the 

Ministers into small groups, chaired by external persons, to ensure a more efficient exchange of 

ideas and contacts. 

Several MS underlined that personal contacts and alliances are highly important. 

Several MS have established a national Committee or co-ordinating mechanisms for the 

European Semester. In one MS, this is covering many issues (waste, resource efficiency, eco-

innovation, sustainable tourism); the role of the Commission as a catalyst was also essential in 

this MS. 

One MS emphasised that the Commission EFR Seminars have been a driving force and increased 

expectations. 

In some MSs awards and prizes have been introduced (e.g. for Green Public Procurement) which 

helps with visibility. 

In some MSs links to the ex-ante conditionalities under the Cohesion Policy were seen as 

relevant as it helped collaboration between ministries. 
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One MS had a good collaboration experience with the ministries of finance, employment, trade 

and agriculture. 

Another good example was where a MS managed to create a synergy between water, 

biodiversity, forestry and climate change issues, and transport, energy, agriculture and tourism. 

Sustainable tourism has been presented as a success story with EMAS and eco-label being taken 

up by the hotel industry. 

Cooperation with the ministry of employment has been emphasised while working on green jobs. 

There was also a discussion on the wording and the way of presenting environmental issues. One 

MS gave an example of using competitiveness of industry and SMEs as a term that would help 

promote resource efficiency.  

One idea that had been tried in one MSs was to combine legal package meetings with European 

Semester.  

KG asked if MSs could write in with their good experiences. 

 

Any Other Business 

Jesús Alquézar (RTD, Commission) encouraged the participants to look at the recently "call for 

ideas" for the Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2016-2017
3
, This is an open call for large-scale 

pilot/demonstration projects, which aim is to identify the most attractive R&I areas for 

innovators and final users (industry, R&I community, investors, regions, cities, etc.), who will 

then engage to realise and test new solutions in real life conditions. Ambitious demonstrations, 

like greening complete neighbourhoods or defending coasts through nature-based solutions, 

could be co-financed by Horizon2020 and other sources. 

 

Conclusions 

Comm. (IC) thanked all the participants and encouraged proposals to improve the added value of 

the meetings (subjects to be discussed, concrete ideas working in practice, guest speakers etc.).  

The date of the next Expert Group will be 07.09.15 in the same venue (CCAB).   

 

                                                            
3See weblink: http://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/CALLforIDEAS-SC5 

http://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/CALLforIDEAS-SC5

